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Brexit’s implications are
considerable

In this issue

Don’t believe those that say not much will change as a result of Brexit. It will
have profound consequences for the alternative fund industry, in the short
term as well as the longer one.
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There is a school of thought that says UK managers will just carry on as
before with bases already established in Dublin or Luxembourg. Brexit might
mean some expansion of activity in these EU jurisdictions but other than
that life will continue much as before. That may be true. But there is much
more to it than that.
For a start the UK’s Referendum result profoundly changes perceptions
of AIFMD. Brussels’ dream of turning AIFMD into something similar to
UCITS for alternatives is over. AIFMD may (or may not) be a good thing for
continental European investors but it is now irrelevant on the global stage.
ESMA will be left regulating a small number of managers in France,
Germany, Spain, the Netherlands and a few in the Nordic region. Of course
AIFMD will still be in force in the EU service centres of Ireland, Luxembourg
and Malta. That is what the Directive will be come to known for: regulating
Continued on page 11 >>
in AIFMs in fund servicing centres.

Lux-leaks cave in
The long running Lux-leaks drama is at an end. It started back in November
2014 with the publication of leaked corporate tax agreements, taken from
PwC clients in Luxembourg. The leaked documents amounted to 28,000
pages and covered numerous corporate tax agreements that were approved
by the Luxembourg authorities – including many so-called ATAs (‘Advanced
Tax Agreements’). ATAs reduced corporate tax bills very substantially indeed
below the standard rate to, in effect, almost next to nothing.
The Luxembourg court sentenced Antoine Deltour to a 12 month suspended
jail sentence and a 81,500 fine. Raphaël Halet was sentenced to 9 month
suspended jail sentence and a 81,000 fine. Edouard Perrin, a journalist and
the third defendant, was acquitted.
In response to the court’s judgement Antoine Deltour made the following
statement: “Sentencing the citizens at the origin of Lux-leaks revelations
is equivalent to sentencing the regulatory advancements which have been
triggered by these revelations and which have been widely acclaimed across
Europe.” 
Continued on page 14 >>
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